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We have taken the 15th anniversary of the International Dance Festival 
Berlin – Dance in August not only as an opportunity to look forward to the 
future, but also to look back at the past.  Thus, while this year’s Festival program 
certainly offers a wide array of new discoveries by young choreographers and 
dance companies, it also presents re-encounters with artists who have been 
and who continue to be significant figures in the development of international 
contemporary dance, artists who have decisively shaped the character of this 
Festival over the years.

This summer, we will present 22 productions on six of Berlin’s most 
attractive stages, including those of the Berliner Festspiele, the Schaubühne 
at Lehniner Platz and the Sophiensaelen.  11 of these 22 productions will be 
German premieres, and three of them will be world premieres. 

One of these, for example, is Èdouard Lock and his dance company 
LaLaLa Human Steps, which, in its most recent production “Amelia,” again 
demonstrates at breakneck speed the tremendous virtuosity of its dancers and 
their movements – and, in addition to this, presents live music on stage.

Interior and exterior, the self and others, intimacy and distance.  Where 
are one’s own boundaries?  In “Giant Empty,” the postmodern wizard John 
Jasperse transforms such profound questions into fascinating dance scenes.  
 This summer, Michael Laub and his company Remote Control 
Productions present their new piece “The H. C. Andersen Project – Tales and 
Costumes.”  In past years, Laub has impressed Berlin audiences with his furious 
“Total Masala Slammer” and his solo “pigg in hell.”  Laub uses references to films 
and musicals to intensify his adaptation of Andersen’s classic fairy tales into a 
pop-art aesthetic.  
 At first glance, Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker’s new solo “Once” appears 
simple and manageable: the dance, the decor and costumes, the dramaturgy, 
the songs by Joan Baez.  However, the sensibility, intimacy and fragility with 
which she confronts us undermines this illusion.
 The Festival also includes re-encounters with Wim Vandekeybus/ Ultima 
Vez, Cesc Gelabert, Lloyd Newson & DV8 Physical Theatre and Jonathan Burrows.  
Wim Vandekeybus’ and Ultima Vez’s “Blush,” with music by David Eugene 



Edwards (which includes rock, ambient and Latin elements) and texts by Peter 
Verhelst, is an explosive performance.
 Cesc Gelabert, together with his Gelabert-Azzopardi/Companyia 
de Dansa, is one of the artists who have consistently presented impressive 
performances at the Dance Festival, in particular with solo performances.  
Gelabert is currently working a new, two-part program, including a duo and a 
dance company piece.  
 “The Cost of Living,” by Lloyd Newson & DV8 Physical Theatre, is a 
razor-sharp attack on the heart of our image-oriented society – sarcastic and full 
of visual ideas.
 An unspectacular spectacle: “Both Sitting Duet” is characterized by studio 
atmosphere and work lighting, and the refusal of stage sets.  Matteo Fargion, 
who has until now written the music for Jonathan Burrow’s pieces has, appears 
in this performance as his dance partner – movement as music.  

 This year, we also continue our presentation of recent dance from Eastern 
Europe with new pieces from the Romanian choreographers Manuel Pelmus 
and Mihai Mihalcea.  Eight dancers and four actors (all between the ages of 13 
and 30) from the Folkpalace – the Academy for Dance and Singing in Kutaisi 
– presents “Supra,” a piece that deals with one of the most important rituals 
of daily life in Georgia.  The ceremony of toasting stands at the center of this 
encounter around a long table.  In the course of the evening, events evolve 
through stories, song and dance.  

 For the Festival Series “Zwischenrufe – Interventions” the New 
York essayist, dramaturge and dance theorist André Lepecki has invited his 
colleagues Eleonora Fabião and Suely Rolnik to participate in lively disputes 
about taste, preferences, politics and practice, art, visibility, idiocy or knowledge. 
The program also includes the young choreographers Mette Ingvartsen, whose 
performance „Solo Negative“ is made up entirely of excerpts from a collection of 
materials, which allows for illogical connections and thereby for the emergence of 
new functions; and Astrid Endruweit, whose piece „Möchtest du mein Freund 
sein?“ works with images, narratives and dance in five different spatial situations.

 Like everything else, contemporary dance also changes – in its 
manifestation, its artistic means and its substance.  The French group Supermas 
employs performance, lighting design, video, installation and music in order to 
copy “useful parts of reality” and re-assemble them into a “system of art works 
revolving around itself.”  Dance in August presents a retrospective.

 European audiences have become increasingly open to dramatic arts from 
distant cultures, which have themselves entered into an artistic dialogue with 
European culture.  At the Dance Festival this year, three new works from Africa 
will be presented – the Les Studios, Compagnie Gàara and Raiz di Polon –, as 
well as contemporary dance from Brazil – Bruno Beltrão’s Compagnie Grupo de 
Rua de Niterói.  

Les Studios Kabako will perform their piece “Triptyque sans Titre,” which 
addresses contemporary life in Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic 
of Congo.  The piece, which European audiences will find both accessible and 
unfamiliar, presents the moving history of the Congo through the tensions of the 
African metropolis. 
 The Compagnie Gáara from Kenya investigates the origins of African 
dance, which has traditionally centered on improvisation with open action, 



changing continually according to audience, location and time.
 To sing and to use one’s own body as a musical instrument – this increases 
the interaction of rhythm, sound and body language – the most important 
elements for Raiz di Polon’s choreography are deeply rooted in the culture of 
the Cape Verde Islands.
 “He brings hip-hop back to reality, instead of turning it into a commercial 
as MTV does.” This is how Jérôme Bel praises his colleague Bruno Beltrão, who 
has added the new elements of break dance and beats to contemporary dance.  
Dance in August presents three breathtaking pieces by his Grupo de Rua de 
Niterói.

 The late-evening performances at the Interational Dance Festival Berlin 
– Dance in August will be part of the series “Nite Flite”, in which we present 
unusual formats for nocturnal revelers.  This series includes a concert by Vera 
Mantero as an homage to the Brazilian composer and singer Caetano Veloso; as 
well as Marten Spangberg with “Powered by Emotion,” an investigation of the 
themes of repetition and doubling; and Juan Domínguez, whose piece “All Good 
Spies Are My Age” revolves around the subject of transformation.

 The Italian choreographer Caterina Sagna and her piece “Public Relation” 
mark the conclusion of the Festival.  The marvelous actress Viviane de Mynck 
stands at the center of this performance about the emergence of choreography 
and dance, a piece which contains both amusing and grotesque passages.

 The Dance Festival is co-presented by two partners, the Hebbel-Theater 
and the TanzWerkstatt Berlin, who have developed the diverse festival program 
in the process of a continuous dialogue.  The decision that the three weeks 
in August should include not only guest performances, but also workshops 
and lectures that provide space and opportunity for cooperation and trans-
generational encounters between artists of different backgrounds and the Berlin 
scene has made Dance in August into one of the most attractive festivals in the 
international context.  And this has also allowed us, over the past 15 years, to 
attract a continuously growing audience with a variety of different interests.  As a 
result, more traditionally-oriented audiences have come to attend performances 
with explicitly experimental programs, as well as reverse.  


